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Abstract.—Epizootic shell disease (ESD) in American lobsters Homarus americanus is the bacterial

degradation of the carapace resulting in extensive irregular, deep erosions. The disease is having a major

impact on the health and mortality of some American lobster populations, and its effects are being transferred

to the economics of the fishery. While the onset and progression of ESD in American lobsters is undoubtedly

multifactorial, there is little understanding of the direct causality of this disease. The host susceptibility

hypothesis developed here states that although numerous environmental and pathological factors may vary

around a lobster, it is eventually the lobster’s internal state that is permissive to or shields it from the final

onset of the diseased state. To support the host susceptibility hypothesis, we conceptualized a model of shell

disease onset and severity to allow further research on shell disease to progress from a structured model. The

model states that shell disease onset will occur when the net cuticle degradation (bacterial degradation,

decrease of host immune response to bacteria, natural wear, and resorption) is greater than the net deposition

(growth, maintenance, and inflammatory response) of the shell. Furthermore, lesion severity depends on the

extent to which cuticle degradation exceeds deposition. This model is consistent with natural observations of

shell disease in American lobster.

The American lobster Homarus americanus is iconic

to northeastern North America. It ranges from

Newfoundland–Labrador to North Carolina and is

harvested by small-boat fishermen from small coastal

communities throughout the species’ range. American

lobsters support the most valuable fishery in this

region. In 2003, U.S. landings of American lobster

were valued at US$285.6 3 106 (National Marine

Fisheries Service [NMFS], Fisheries Statistics Divi-

sion, personal communication). The total economic

impact of this fishery is estimated at $2.4–$4.0 3 109

annually (R. Bayer, Lobster Institute, personal com-

munication).

The inshore fishery for American lobster is recruit-

ment based and therefore is vulnerable to disruptions in

larval supply and survival of prerecruit lobsters (Wahle

et al. 2004). However, even with continued record

landings, geographically identifiable populations have

experienced severe declines indicative of disease or

environmental problems primarily noticeable in adult

lobsters. The most notable declines have occurred

toward the southern extent of the American lobster’s

range. In 1998, the Long Island Sound (LIS) fishery

caught 9.5 3 106 lb of lobsters with a dockside value of

approximately $33 3 106. The population crash of

1999 eliminated fishing in many parts of the sound,

impacting 1,300 fishermen as landings decreased by

92% (Balcom and Howell 2006). Similarly, the Rhode

Island fishery experienced a 50% decline in landings

value (from $32 3 106 to $16 3 106) between 1999 and

2003 (NMFS, Fisheries Statistics Division, personal

communication). While various factors are implicated

in these population declines, disease issues are

pervasive and indicate that long-term health of the

American lobster stock may be compromised.

One of the more noticeable diseases affecting

lobsters in the southern extent of their range is

epizootic shell disease (ESD; Figure 1). Epizootic shell
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disease results from bacterial erosion of the carapace.

The reasons for this increase in the ability of bacteria to

penetrate the carapace are unknown. This form of shell

disease is reportedly progressing northward and

appears to be increasing in prevalence into the more

productive waters off northern Massachusetts and New

Hampshire, potentially spreading into the waters

surrounding Maine. These three states accounted for

88% of U.S. lobster landings in 2003. Thus, it is

imperative to understand why ESD is spreading up the

coast. Here, we describe ESD in American lobsters,

discuss proximate causative factors, describe a simpli-

fication of a conceptual shell disease model recently

advanced by Castro et al. (2006), and conclude by

addressing what courses of action are necessary to

further understand ESD.

Description of Epizootic Shell Disease

Epizootic shell disease is one of three degenerative

cuticular diseases exhibited by lobsters (Sindermann

1979; Smolowitz et al. 1992, 2005a, 2005b; Table 1).

Shell diseases that have been described for other

species of Crustacea appear to be more similar in

pathology and etiology to impoundment shell disease

(ISD) rather than to ESD (Bullis 1988; Noga et al.

1994; Goarant et al. 2000; Porter et al. 2001; Vogan

et al. 2002).

Epizootic shell disease is characterized by invasion

(superficial to deep) of the lobster’s carapace in which

irregular, deep erosions (true ulceration is rare) appear

primarily on the dorsum of the cephalothorax and

rostrum and fewer erosions appear on the abdominal

segments (Smolowitz et al. 2005a, 2005b). The

arthrodial membranes (joints) are also rarely affected.

The inflammatory, hemocytic response is appropriate

within moderately severe erosions. Reports of full ESD

onset range from 1 week (Castro et al. 2005) to several

months (Sullivan and Nelson 2005). Molting may limit

the spread of the disease within individuals, as 37% of

diseased American lobsters did not have the disease

upon recapture (Landers 2005).

Histologically, at the leading edges of the lesions,

ESD erosions exhibit vertical channels that are often

regularly spaced and similar to the distribution of pore

canals (Smolowitz et al. 2005a). The pores provide a

portal that can give direct access into the carapace. The

erosions trigger the melanization response (activation

of hydroxyphenols and phenolases; Neville 1975) in

the upper cuticle. In the lower, uncalcified endocuticle,

the melanization response relies on hemocytic proteins

transported to the inflamed location. There is no

FIGURE 1.—Photograph (by M.F.T.) of an American lobster

with shell disease.

TABLE 1.—Description of three major types of shell disease in American lobsters.

Type Appearance Environmental correlates Prevalent organisms Source

Burn spot Individual, circular,
blackened lesions at
various locations on the
body

Pollution Fungal invasions,
bacteria, or both

Rosen (1970); Burns et
al. (1979); Sindermann
(1979); Stewart (1980)

Impoundment shell
disease

Round, blackened, focal
erosions (bilaterally
symmetrical; centered
around setal cores),
primarily on the
carapace dorsum,
which overlap as
disease worsens

Overcrowding, poor water
quality, and inadequate
diets associated with
winter impoundment

Bacteria (Vibrio spp.) Smolowitz et al. (1992)

Epizootic shell disease Irregular dorsal midline
erosions into the
carapace of the
cephalothorax; erosions
are characterized by a
brown/tan/black,
irregular, granular
surface

Increased environmental
temperature; lessened
ability of the lobster to
remove such bacteria
effectively

Gram-negative bacteria,
mostly appearing as
stacks of short rods
(Flavobacteriaceae and
perhaps a-
proteobacteria)

Chistoserdov, et al.
(2005a, 2005b);
Smolowitz et al.
(2005a, 2005b)
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evidence to suggest that the bacteria responsible for

ESD originate internally with subsequent infection of

the shell, as there is no correlation between bacteria in

the hemolymph and those on the shell (Chistoserdov

et al. 2005a). The bacteria that colonize the shell do not

enter the soft tissue of the affected animals. Unaffected,

healthy lobsters have significantly fewer bacteria on the

surface of their carapaces than do shell-diseased

lobsters (Hsu and Smolowitz 2003). Scanning electron

microscope studies of affected lobsters show that an

undiseased carapace from an affected animal has very

low to rarely moderate numbers of bacteria on the

surface (around setae), while an ESD carapace is

covered with layers of bacteria (Hsu and Smolowitz

2003).

All forms of shell disease are caused by chitinolytic

microorganisms that are ubiquitous in the marine

environment (Fisher et al. 1978; Malloy 1978;

Smolowitz et al. 1992). These organisms utilize chitin,

the principal component of the crustacean cuticle, as a

source of energy, carbon, and nitrogen (Rosen 1970).

Organic acids are produced as an end product in chitin

digestion (Okutani and Kitada 1968), which dissolve

and chelate calcium embedded in the shell to further

erode its structure (Rosen 1970). For these organisms

to attack the chitinous layer of the cuticle, chitinoclastic

microorganisms must be able to breach the waxy,

chitinless epicuticle (Rosen 1970; Fisher et al. 1978).

Lipolytic bacteria present in the biofilm might have a

role in breaking down the epicuticle, subsequently

allowing the chitinoclastic microorganisms into the

exo- and endocuticles (Rosen 1970; Fisher et al. 1978;

Sindermann 1979; Smolowitz et al. 1992).

The types of bacteria isolated from wild, healthy

lobsters and those with ESD were similar in diversity

(although not quantity), suggesting that the disease is

an opportunistic infection caused by microbiota that

can be found on unaffected animals (Chistoserdov et al.

2005b; Sullivan and Nelson 2005). Chistoserdov et al.

(2005a) demonstrated that microbial communities of

ESD lesions on American lobsters from different

geographical areas (Maine; Buzzards Bay, Massachu-

setts; and LIS, New York) were similar in composition.

However, members of the family Flavobacteriaceae

were the only bacteria identified in the lesions of every
affected animal. This is the first convincing line of

evidence that this group of bacteria is important in the

occurrence of ESD. Interestingly, this finding is

consistent with disease findings in other species of

animals, since members of Flavobacteriaceae, which

are ubiquitous in the environment, also cause severe

ulcerative dermatitis in a variety of aquatic organisms

(Kluge 1965; Wakabayashi et al. 1980; Green et al.

1999).

Other bacteria were observed in ESD lesions; these

included an unknown a-proteobacterium in Maine

samples, and Pseudoalteromonas spp., which were

present in samples from LIS (particularly central areas)

and Buzzards Bay (Chistoserdov et al. 2005a).

Restriction fragment length polymorphism and 16S

ribosomal DNA sequencing analyses confirmed that all

Pseudoalteromonas spp. isolates were P. gracilis.

While the samples from ESD lesions contained

chitinolytic bacteria, these were a minor component

of the total count of viable bacteria (Chistoserdov et al.

2005a).

The bacteria reside in the biofilm that covers the

cuticle (reviewed in Hall-Stoodley et al. 2004). A

biofilm is a complex structure that includes microcol-

onies in a heterogeneous matrix (Lawrence et al. 1991)

along with channels to assist nutrient uptake and waste

exchange (Stoodley et al. 1994). Biofilms contain

multiple bacteria (Ivanov et al. 2006) and subpopula-

tions of more-pathogenic or resistant bacteria (Suci and

Tyler 2003). Biofilms may also be host to facultative or

competitive interactions, including predator–prey dy-

namics within micro- and amoebic communities that

affect the composition of the bacterial community on

the surface of the carapace (O’Kelly 2005). This, when

combined with the heterogeneous physical conditions

of the matrix, may create local communities that vary

in their ability to detrimentally invade the carapace.

Causative Factors Involved in the
Emergence of ESD

The emergence, prevalence, and severity of disease

state in an animal results from the synergistic

interaction of the pathogen, host, and environment.

These three components can be represented as

intersecting circles, where the intersection is the disease

event (Snieszko 1973). The necessary tripartite causal

factors of the diseased state are important conceptually,

but this initial model does not appear to adequately

address ESD in American lobsters. Primary to this is

the presumption that the causal bacteria are ubiquitous

in the environment and do not appear at this time to be

of an unusual strain. Epizootic shell disease is not a

case of a sudden appearance of a novel pathogenic

bacterial strain that causes an outbreak. Thus, Sinder-

mann (1991) created a conceptual model, later

modified by Castro et al. (2006), to advance the idea

of serial interactions between the environment, host,

and pathogen and the presence of feedback loops.

Between Sindermann (1991) and Castro et al. (2006),

10 hypotheses were proposed relating either the state of

the host or environment (Table 2) to crustacean shell

disease. However, five of the hypotheses rely on

external environmental conditions (offshore environ-
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ments, pollutants, anthropogenic stressors, captivity) to

cause stress responses within individual lobsters. For

example, pollutants or anthropogenic stressors decrease

the immunocompetency of individual lobsters, thus

making them less able to fend off bacteria and more

prone to shell disease. Based on this observation, we

developed the ‘‘host susceptibility hypothesis’’ to place

induced responses of the host as the penultimate factor

contributing to the onset of shell disease in American

lobsters.

The host susceptibility hypothesis states that al-

though numerous environmental and pathological

factors may vary around a lobster, it is eventually the

lobster’s internal state that permits or prevents

development of the diseased state. This model is

conceptualized here to state the role of host processes

on the onset of ESD in American lobsters. This model

is developed to elucidate causal mechanisms within the

‘‘host’’ and ‘‘physiological upset’’ compartments of the

Snieszko (1973) and Castro et al. (2006) models. In

addition to placing the penultimate focus on the host,

this model also reintroduces the role of the pathogen

(missing from the Castro et al. 2006 model) to account

for environment–bacterial interactions and is more

compatible with Sneiszko’s (1973) original triad

model. While the onset of ESD in American lobsters

is a result of multiple factors synergistically affecting

the diseased state, the host’s susceptibility is the final

penultimate factor that controls the onset of the disease

and thus is conceptually important to elucidate. After

developing the model, we present data describing ESD

(and where data are lacking, ISD) in American lobsters

to ascertain whether they support or refute model

predictions.

Host Susceptibility Hypothesis

A host lobster is susceptible to bacterial pathogens

and exhibits a shell-diseased state when the loss of

cuticular material (L) exceeds deposition (D; L . D).

This results in a net loss of the shell, which is

manifested as a lesion. If L continues to exceed D, then

the lesion will grow and increase in severity. Factors to

consider in structural integrity of the shell include the

processes of cuticular growth, maintenance, wound

repair, and internal defense mechanisms (Prince et al.

1995) balanced by bacterial degradation, resorption,

and natural wear. Thus, the shell-diseased state at any

location in the shell can be modeled as

Z enþt

en

Pc � Hi þW þ Hr .

Z enþt

en

Hg þ Hm þ Hn;

where L is on the left side of the equation and includes

cuticle degradation by the pathogen (P
c
), the inhibitory

effect of host immune functioning on the activity of the

pathogen (H
i
), any natural processes that wear away the

cuticle (natural erosion or degradation [W]), and

resorption of the cuticle during ecdysis (H
r
). The right

side of the equation assesses D and includes the

processes of growth (H
g
), maintenance (H

m
), and new

growth through an inflammatory response (H
n
).

However, these competing factors are not instanta-

neous; rather, they are integrated between the last molt

period (ecdysis; e
n
) and the time of observation (e

n
þ t).

This cumulative effect within a molt is observed in the

graphical representation of this model (Figure 2). It is

assumed that D increases in a concave manner because

much of the deposition occurs early in the molt cycle. It

is also assumed that L increases in a convex manner

because of the logarithmic growth function of patho-

genic bacteria as well as the demineralization of the

shell late in the molt cycle (i.e., H
r
). Furthermore, the

most significant period of bacterial growth within the

molt cycle is relatively late. Lobsters molt in the fall

and overwinter with their new shell. When tempera-

tures begin to increase in the spring and into the

summer, the bacteria will begin to increase when

TABLE 2.—Ten hypotheses relating to shell disease in American lobsters and the implicit causal modality described in each

hypothesis.

Hypothesis Environment Host

(1) Chitin deposition is an important defense mechanisma X
(2) Shell disease is an external indication of metabolic disturbance or trauma

compounded by bacterial activitya X

(3) Shell disease is associated with failure of external defense and wound repaira X
(4) Shell disease is less important in short-lived speciesa X
(5) Shell disease results in population effectsb X
(6) Shell disease may be prevalent in offshore deepwater crustaceansa X
(7) Pollutants (or other stressors) may exacerbate onset or severity of shell diseasea X
(8) Shell disease is controllable in captive or cultured crustaceansa X
(9) Shell disease prevalence is increasing in the wildb X

(10) Increase of shell disease is correlated with anthropogenic stressorsb X

a Sindermann (1991).
b Castro et al. (2006).
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cuticle growth stops and proecdysis (metabolic prep-

aration for the next molt) begins.

Normal conditions of shell deposition and loss do

not result in a shell-diseased state (Figure 2). A

diseased state occurs when L exceeds D (t
a
, t

b
, or t

c
on

the horizontal axis of Figure 2). Furthermore, the

difference between the integral processes ( L and D)

from the time of shell disease onset to the subsequent

molt event (e
n
þ t ! e

nþ1
) determines the maximum

severity (s) of the shell disease lesion. Altering either

the D or L curve (decreased or increased, respectively)

will result in a diseased state with moderate s.

However, if altered D and L curves are simultaneously

considered (the prime states in Figure 2), the

combination results in the earliest onset of the lesion

and the greatest s (s
a

in Figure 2). The molt represents a

complete loss of shell but does not mean that L is

greater than D. There is biomass discarded with the old

shell, which the lobster will often eat to recycle

nutrients. Before loss of the shell in the late premolt

period, the next shell has already entered the process of

growth (Waddy et al. 1995); thus, if Figure 2 could be

extended temporally, there would be overlap in

growth–loss curves of successive shells.

The most important factor influencing a lobster’s

health is stress (Evans 2001) or ‘‘physiological upset’’

(Castro et al. 2006). If the factor causing the stress

response is extreme or less severe but chronic, the

lobster can experience reduced growth and resistance

to disease, and decreased survival is the ultimate

impact (Iwama et al. 1997). In this model, physiolog-

ical disruption indicates that the host is susceptible to

bacterial degradation of the cuticle. Increased host

susceptibility can result from a decrease in D, the

ability to create and maintain a functional cuticle and

mount a sufficient inflammatory response, or through

an increase in L because of increased rates of bacterial

consumption, decreased defense immunological pro-

cesses, or continual natural wear. Finally, there is a

time element in this model, where the end state is a

function of L and D. The longer the time (t) for which

L is greater than D, the more severe the diseased state.

Support for the Host Susceptibility Hypothesis

While the increased levels of ESD are relatively

recent, significant effort has been expended to assess

demographics of infected animals. Here, we will

discuss these observations as they relate to t, L, and

D within the host susceptibility hypothesis.

Time.—One of the pronounced characteristics of

ESD is that it varies with season, host sex, and host

size, which all are probably time-associated factors.

Disease severity in lobsters is highest in May and June,

before the major molt occurs, and lowest in August,

after most lobsters have molted into new, ‘‘clean’’

shells (Castro et al. 2005; Glenn and Pugh 2005).

Glenn and Pugh (2006) observed a positive relation-

ship between water temperature and the prevalence of

shell disease. However, the prevalence data are offset

and delayed by 1 year. The cumulative effect of the

increased temperature increasing L respective to D does

not become evident until late in the molt cycle, or 1

year later. While time alone is not sufficient to cause

ESD (the diseased state will only occur when host,

pathogen, and environment are co-occurring), it is a

contributing factor; with increasing time, there is

greater opportunity for a diseased state to develop.

In addition, as time between molts (e
n

and e
nþ1

)

increases, the frequency of observations increases.

Epizootic shell disease is observed in all size-classes of

lobsters; that is, from larvae (Tlusty 2005) through

young of the year (hereafter, age 0; R. Wahle,

University of Southern Maine, personal communica-

tion) to adults. However, ESD does not occur with the

same frequency across the different size-classes. Few

larvae are examined for any shell disease; the disease is

ephemeral because of the rapid molt cycle in larvae and

is difficult to detect without microscopic assistance. In

age-0 sampling, few lobsters were observed with ESD,

FIGURE 2.—A graphical model of shell disease in an

American lobster between two molts (ecdysis; e
n

and e
nþ1

).

Shell disease occurs when cuticle loss (L) exceeds cuticle

deposition, maintenance, and inflammatory responses (D).

Under typical conditions, shell disease does not occur.

However, if D decreases (D0) or L increases (L0), shell disease

will occur. The time (t) of disease onset occurs when L equals

D (scenarios a–c). The disease severity (s) for each scenario is

the amount by which L ultimately exceeds D.
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and most were part of the larger size distributions. In

Massachusetts, sea sampling indicated that ESD was

observed more in larger animals and in females (Glenn

and Pugh 2006). Female lobsters molt less frequently

than males, primarily because a female’s intermolt

interval is greater than that of males of equal size

(Estrella 1991).

While there may be many factors influencing the sex

differences in molt interval and growth, Castro et al.

(2006) demonstrated that American lobsters with shell

disease exhibited a lower incremental growth per molt

than did healthy lobsters because of shorter intermolt

intervals. In agreement with the shorter intermolt

interval, Laufer et al. (2005) observed that American

lobsters with shell disease had significantly higher

levels of ecdysones (molting hormones) than healthy

lobsters. The purported function of this increase is to

cause lobsters with ESD to enter ecdysis sooner than

those without ESD. Increasing the rate of molting has

the function of decreasing the time in which the lesion

grows. While little field evidence supports this

association of increased ecdysones in diseased animals

(Castro et al. 2006), further assessment is needed to

determine whether diseased animals can preferentially

molt out of ESD (Rosen 1967; Castro and Angell 2000).

Although increased intermolt periods will favor the

onset of shell disease, the onset can occur rapidly, as

has been observed in natural populations (Castro et al.

2006).

Cuticle loss and degradation.—While time is

necessary for the onset of shell disease, time is not a

sufficient condition by itself to cause the disease. Time

is a more critical factor when the difference between L
and D is small and less of a factor when there is a large

disparity between L and D. In the above example of

Glenn and Pugh’s (2006) observation that temperature

is correlated to ESD prevalence during the subsequent

year, the time factor may be acting on the degradation

of the cuticle. Specifically, increased spring and

summer temperatures increase bacterial growth and

ultimately P
c
. This then derives the later condition,

where L exceeds D. This relationship is hypothetical,

and experiments are necessary to determine the

relationship between temperature and P
c
.

The integral process of L may also be influenced by

the lobster’s ability to mount an immunological

defense against bacteria (H
i
). There is a correlation

between a lobster’s initial physiological status and its

proclivity to develop ISD, indicating a potential

predisposing state (Floreto et al. 2000; Prince and

Bayer 2005). Lobsters that developed ISD had

significantly lower hemolymph serum protein, glucose,

and phosphorus than unaffected lobsters (Floreto et al.

2000). The lower protein content of the hemolymph of

affected lobsters implies lower levels of hemocyanin,

coagulagen, enzymes, hormones, transport proteins,

and free amino acids and therefore suggests an

impaired ability to resist infection and to transport

nutrients and wastes (Prince and Bayer 2005).

Shell disease may be related to anthropogenic inputs.

Within individuals, American lobsters with ISD

displayed higher levels of metals (Prince and Bayer

2005), while those with ESD had higher concentrations

of alkylphenols (Laufer et al. 2005). Although these

studies are correlative and not causative, they suggest

that chemical contaminants contribute to the occur-

rence of the disease, possibly by interfering in

immunological functions. De Guise et al. (2005)

experimentally linked decreased immunological re-

sponse to high doses of the pesticide resmethrin.

Natural degradation (W ) of the cuticle can instigate

shell disease and was considered a prerequisite for

development of experimental infections under the

assumption that W is necessary before shell disease

can breach epicuticular defenses (Malloy 1978). Wear

has also been implicated in the onset of shell disease in

blue crabs Callinectes sapidus (Noga et al. 1994) and

tail fan necrosis in southern rock lobsters Jasus
edwardsii (Musgrove et al. 2005).

Shell deposition.—Many marine invertebrates dem-

onstrate the inducible defense of shell thickening in

response to predator cues (Trussell and Smith 2000;

Freeman and Byers 2006). Lobsters demonstrate a

potential for this, as shell thickness varies in relation-

ship to diet (Donahue et al. 1999). Shell thickness is

correlated to shell hardness (Donahue et al. 1998),

indicating that thicker shells may provide a better

defense against predators. It is unknown whether a

thicker shell is better able to resist bacterial consump-

tion, although it appears intuitive that the thicker shell

will take longer for the lesion to reach the uncalcified

endocuticle.

While there is little information on variability in

lobster shell thickness and hardness, significantly more

information on cuticle formation is available on a

mechanistic–process level (Horst and Freeman 1993).

The effect of adverse environments may affect cuticle

formation and deposition, making the lobster more

susceptible to microbial invasion and shell destruction.

Sindermann (1979) suggested that ISD results from

metabolic disturbance that prevents the lobster from

depositing chitin appropriately. Walker et al. (2005)

determined that the insecticide methoprene alters the

synthesis of chitoproteins in the cuticle and suggested

that alteration of chitoprotein synthesis affects the

quality of the postmolt shell.

Referring back to the initial discussion of increased

temperatures affecting the prevalence of shell disease, a
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potential mechanism to explain the correlation between

increased temperature and shell disease is that

structural errors occur in the formation of the

chitinoprotein matrix at increased temperatures. The

resultant structural deficiencies then make the individ-

ual more susceptible to bacterial degradation. The

microstructure of lobster cuticle is highly organized,

and chitinoprotein bundles are deposited in a twisted

plywood (Bouligand) structure (Raabe et al. 2005). The

endocuticle has a less-compressed Bouligand structure

and a lower hardness than the exocuticle (Raabe et al.

2005). With increased growth rates (high tempera-

tures), expanded, less-dense Bouligand structures may

lead to overall susceptibility to bacterial consumption.

In birds, increased growth rates negatively correlate to

strength of the long bones (Leterrier and Nys 1992).

This mechanistic answer addressing why shell disease

is increased at high temperatures is offered here to

suggest that temperature and other environmental

factors are affecting lobster health initially at a

microstructure scale.

The trade-off between growth and reproduction

(Robertson and Butler 2003) may also affect cuticle

quality. In particular, the observation that female

lobsters exhibit greater prevalence of shell disease than

males may reflect a growth–reproduction trade-off. If

resources are limited, females may divert more energy

to the production of eggs than to the growth,

maintenance, and inflammatory response of the

existing cuticle (and have an increased time between

molts). This ‘‘nutritional stress’’ may be the causal

factor for increased prevalence of shell disease in

females. While the nutritional stress link has not been

directly established for ovigerous females, experimen-

tal studies have demonstrated that lobsters on insuffi-

cient diets will exhibit a greater prevalence of ISD

(Prince et al. 1995). Shell disease may itself be a

stressor that reduces the ability of lobsters to grow and

deposit cuticle. Stress responses may reduce resources

that could be used to mount inflammatory responses

(H
i
). However, H

i
in American lobsters with ESD

appears to be effective and functioning well in most

animals examined (Smolowitz et al. 2005a).

Structural facets of the carapace, such as sensory

neurons and pore canals, provide potential avenues for

invasion of bacteria (Kunkel et al. 2005). Whether

during or after cuticle formation, the potential for

inappropriate deposition or distribution of microcon-

stituents of the cuticle warrants further exploration of

the fine-resolution methodology of shell deposition

(Kunkel et al. 2005). Finally, recent examples indicate

that the structural integrity of animals dependent on

calcium carbonate is changing in association with

climate change (Kleypas et al. 1999). If shell disease is

exacerbated by deficiencies in the microconstituents of

the cuticle, then minor changes in ocean chemistry

should be examined for their role in shell formation,

cuticular deficiencies, and ESD. Epizootic shell disease

must therefore be addressed in the context of ocean

health and global warming.

Does the Lack of Experimental Infections Refute the
Host Susceptibility Hypothesis?

Although research on ISD has occurred since the

1930s (Hess 1937) and it is of obvious economic

significance, this disease cannot be easily manipulated

in the laboratory. Malloy (1978) is the only researcher

to date who experimentally infected presumably

healthy American lobsters with ISD. Other attempts

to transmit the disease have not been successful (Hess

1937; Prince 1997; Chistoserdov et al. 2005a). There

have been incidental cases in which ISD was not

intentionally transferred but instead appeared in

association with use of a particular diet (Prince et al.

1995) or as an artifact of holding in captivity (Fisher

et al. 1978). However, the lack of success in

intentionally transferring the disease does not disprove

the host susceptibility hypothesis. Rather, it helps to

confirm the importance of host susceptibility in the

onset of shell disease. Malloy (1978) experimentally

induced ISD by holding the lobsters in overcrowded

(e.g., stressful) conditions (Getchell 1989), which

increased their susceptibility. Overall, host susceptibil-

ity may govern more than the response to chitinolytic

bacteria. Robohm et al. (2005) observed that American

lobsters will survive a single environmental stress,

while the same environmental condition in conjunction

with one or more additional stressors will decrease their

survival. Thus, multiple environmental stressors cause

greater susceptibility to homeostasis and regulatory

problems, making the lobsters less likely to survive

challenges.

The second possibility in observing a variable

response to attempted experimental infections is

localized population variability in the ability to resist

bacterial degradation. Some populations exhibit less

shell disease than expected. American lobsters show

lower rates of shell disease in western LIS than in the

other areas of LIS (McKown et al. 2005). The western

LIS population dramatically decreased during a die-off

in the late 1990s; thus, this population may have

undergone a selection event resulting in increased shell

disease resistance in extant lobsters. During research

on ISD, Prince and Bayer (2005) observed a greater

incidence of shell disease in American lobsters from

Nova Scotia than in lobsters from other areas. This

suggests that some populations have already experi-

enced selection for disease resistance and that
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experimental infections are easier to create in certain

source populations.

The inability to experimentally control a disease’s

onset and the failure to fulfill Koch’s postulates do not

automatically devalue the status or importance of the

disease. Fibropapillomatosis in green sea turtles

Chelonia mydas is a disease of epizootic status and is

a result of multiple causative agents (Aguirre and Lutz

2004), although Koch’s postulates have not been met

(Work et al. 2003). Typhoid fever, leprosy, syphilis,

and malaria are all diseases in which Koch’s postulates

cannot be fulfilled (Evans 1993; Thagard 1999). Thus,

the host susceptibility hypothesis is instrumental in

identifying processes that serially precede the onset of

shell disease and functions as a method to aid the

categorization of potential causes and correlates.

Is the Host Susceptibility Hypothesis Complete?

The host susceptibility hypothesis and supporting

model developed here are initial steps in conceptual-

izing the factors necessary for the onset of ESD in

American lobsters. In developing this model, there are

basic questions surrounding some of the parameters

(particularly D) that should be further addressed.

Furthermore, the model treats the entire cuticle as a

uniform structure, whereas it is actually a complex,

layered structure (Raabe et al. 2005). Outermost is the

epicuticle, a layer composed of lipids deposited by the

tegmental glands during the initial stages of the molt

cycle. The tegmental glands regress late in the molt

cycle, and the natural loss of the lipid layer may make

the lobster more susceptible to bacterial invasion at this

time. In the context of this model, the maintenance of

the epicuticle may decrease to a point where L is

greater than D, allowing bacteria to gain purchase in

the exocuticle. Similarly, the overall contribution of

cuticular wear (W) to the onset of shell disease may be

significantly more important in the epicuticle than in

the endocuticle, while the reverse is true for H
i
. Thus,

while each cuticle layer may need to be considered

separately for each parameter of the model, a wholesale

expansion of each parameter to each cuticular layer is

not warranted. Overall, the structure of the model

presented here appears to be robust.

The one issue that this model does not directly

address is the relationship between subsequent molts.

Carryover effects between molts are a part of the

overall guise of host susceptibility, and there are a

number of ways such effects can be integrated into the

current host susceptibility model (Figure 2). The

primary point of integration is that s and the carryover

between successive molts will be integrated as a greater

susceptibility at the beginning of the molt and will be

implemented as an altered deposition state within the

cuticle. It will be intriguing to see whether there is any

relationship between the exact locations of lesions in

successive molts.

Finally, it is unknown whether etiology is similar

between ISD and ESD. The host susceptibility

hypothesis addresses general features of the cuticle

that make it susceptible to bacterial degradation. To

develop this model, results of studies on all types of

cuticular degeneration in lobsters were assessed.

However, this model has the potential to differentiate

ISD from ESD. A study by Fisher et al. (1978)

indicates the importance of high rates of bacterial

growth; thus, ISD operates primarily through the left

side of the equation (L). The mode of attack is also

indicative of increased bacterial loading. The progres-

sion of ESD suggests that problems in shell deposition

are of more importance. More work is needed to refine

this model and to determine the parameters associated

with the different forms of shell disease.

Conclusions

Epizootic shell disease is having a major impact on

the health and mortality of some American lobster

populations, its effects being transferred to the

economics of the fishery. Modeling of fishery

independent abundance estimates showed that mortal-

ity rate from the settler-to-prerecruit life stage had a

density-dependent component and a component asso-

ciated with shell disease (Gibson and Wahle 2005).

While the onset and progression of ESD in

American lobsters is undoubtedly multifactorial, there

is little understanding of the direct causality of this

disease. The host susceptibility hypothesis is developed

here to provide a basis in which this disease can be

conceptualized. What is apparent is the difficulty to

assess the pathogenesis of a disease and overall

‘‘abnormal’’ conditions when, in many cases, there is

not a complete understanding of normal processes. The

conceptual shell disease model developed here deter-

mined that L, D, and t must be integrated to understand

disease onset and severity. To understand these three

components of shell disease, a key necessity will be to

develop a laboratory model in which lobsters can be

experimentally infected. This would allow for con-

trolled laboratory experiments that would result in

elucidation of the various factors influencing the onset

of ESD and allow an examination of potential

treatments and remedies. Within this model, the critical

components identified in this review that should be

thoroughly examined include bacterial degradation of

the carapace, carapace formation response, and inflam-

matory response; the effects of temperature and other

environmental factors on these processes; and the role
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of the innate immune system in mitigating bacterial

carapace degradation.

Although ESD is not the only disease impacting

American lobster health, it is a key disease to

understand. The prevalence and severity of the disease

can be influenced by the pathogen (type, density,

pathogenicity), internal factors (shell quality, nutrition-

al status), and the environment (ocean temperatures,

current patterns, microbial communities). The bacteria

implicated in cuticular degeneration are ubiquitous in

the marine environment (Chistoserdov et al. 2005b).

Thus, barring the discovery of a particularly aggressive

strain, the increased incidence of shell disease in

American lobsters is a result of changes in suscepti-

bility of the host, either directly or indirectly, via

environmental changes mediated through a change in

host susceptibility. The model developed here provides

a framework by which parameters can be systemati-

cally addressed for their overall contribution to the

onset of shell disease. Only by fully addressing host

responses will researchers fully understand how this

and other diseases affect American lobster populations

and the management methods necessary to control the

spread of ESD.
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